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Upon invoking Huygen's principle, matrix equations are obtained describing the scattering of waves by an 
obstacle of arbitrary shape immersed in an elastic medium. New relations are found connecting surface 

tractions with the divergence and curl of the displacement, and conservation laws are discussed. When 

mode conversion effects are arbitrarily suppressed by resetting appropriate matrix elements to zero, the 

equations reduce to a simultaneous description of acoustic and electromagnetic scattering by the obstacle at 

hand. Unification with acoustic/electromagnetics should provide useful guidelines in elasticity. Approximate 

numerical equality is shown to exist between certain of the scattering coefficients for hard and soft spheres. 

For penetrable spheres, explicit analytical results are found for the first time. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The scattering of waves in an elastic solid finds im- 

portant application in a variety of fields ranging from 

nondestructive testing to seismic exploration, proper- 

ties of composite materials, and questions of dynamic 
stress concentration. 

Such problems were first considered, from the point 

of view of mathematical boundary value problems, by 

Clebsch, in 18631 • An excellent history of the subject 
from Clebsch to the present day is given by Pao and 

Mow in their book, a and a comprehensive discussion of 
applications in solid-state physics may be found in the 

text of Truell, Elbaurn, and Chick. S 

The classical papers employing separation of vari- 

ables in modern notation are those of White, for cylin- 

drical obstacles, 4 and Ying and Truell, s and Einspruch 
et al. 6 who considered plane-wave incidence on spheres. 
A modification of V•hite's work has recently been made 

by Lewis and Kraft. ? Numerical applications of the 
sphere work are discussed by Johnson and Truell, a as 
well as McBride and Kraft. 9 

The purpose of this paper is to present a matrix 

theory of scattering by elastic obstacles of general 

shape. The theory is based on Huygens' principle, in 

the form given by Morse and Feshbach, to, n supple- 
mented by new relations connecting surface tractions 

with the divergence and curl of the field at the surface. 

Insofar as possible, we try to preserve the notation em- 

ployed in earlier developments of acoustic ta and elec- 
tromagnetic •s scattering. 

It is worth noting that other versions of Huygens' 

principle exist which might equally well serve as a 

starting point. One of these has been given by Pao and 

Varatharajulu, in which one works directly with dis- 

placements and surface tractions, but at the expense of 

in most cases a more complex kernel. •4 An integral 
representation can also be given in terms of scalar and 

vector potentials, as shown by BanaughtS; here the 
Itelds are expressed in s•mplest form, but enforce- 

ment of boundary conditions becomes somewhat more 

intractable. The situation is perhaps analogous to what 

happens in electromagnetic theory, where one has a 

choice of working with the Franz representation, •6 the 

Stratton-Chu formulas, a• or scalar and vector poten- 
tials, each in principle equivalent but each having their 
individual nuances. 

In other related work, a time-dependent version of 

Huygens' principle has been given by Knopoff, •6 a sub- 
ject further examined by Pao and Varatharajulu. •4 A 
Neumann-series development appropriate for low fre- 

quencies has been presented by Hsiao and co-workers, 

using a regularized version of the Betti formulas. m 

We go on to describe constraints of symmetry and 

unitarity on the transition matrix, based on time-re- 
versal invariance and energy conservation. The basic 

boundary conditions are then taken up individually; 

the rigid body, the cavity, the fluid-filled cavity, and 

the elastic obstacle. In each instance, the equations 

may be specialized to a spherical object. At that point 

a surprise is in store; we find that Huygens' principle 
yields fundamentally simpler results than separation 

of variables! Reasons for this are discussed, along 

with implications on existing numerical computations. 

When a purely transverse (solenoidal) or longitudinal 
(irrotational) wave is incident on an obstacle, in gener- 

al both transverse and longitudinal waves are generated. 

This phenomenon is known as mode conversion, and is 

expressed in our theory by the presence of certain non- 

vanishing matrix elements. If mode conversion be 

artificially suppressed, by resetting the matrix ele- 

ments in question to zero, then the present equations 

reduce to an independent superposition of the matrix 

equations for acoustic •a and electromagnetic •a scatter- 
ing. We thus have a unified theory of acoustic, elec- 

tromagnetic and elastic wave scattering by an obstacle 
of specified geometry. Such unification should prove 

invaluable, by providing the entire body of theoretical 

and experimenlal results from acoustics and electro- 

magnetics to use as comparison standards in the elastic 
case. 

I. HUYGFNS' PRINCIPLE 

We seek the scattering from an object bounded by the 

closed surface c•, as shown in Fig. 1, upon illumina- 

tion with a given incident wave having particle displace- 

meat •. The object is situated in a homogeneous, iso- 
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OF OBJECT 

FIG. 1. Geometry of an obstacle embedded in an elastic 
medium. 

tropic elastic medium of density p, and Lain6 (stiffness) 

constants k, p, within which wave motions are gov- 

erned by the dynamical equation 

•v xv x• - (x + 2•)vv. • = - po2•/aF (l) 

in the absence of body forces. For the monochromatic 

waves to be considered here, with time dependence 

e '• suppressed, both incident wave •t and scattered 
wave •' obey the reduced wave •tion 

(1/•:)V x V x • - (1/ke)VV ß • - • = 0 , (1') 

with transverse and lo•i•di•l propagation constants 

•: • (•/c•): = •:p/• , (2a) 

k z • (•/c•)Z = •ap/(•+ 2p) , (2b) 

ct and cz being the respective p•se velocities. 

Huygens' principle is now obtained by applying the 
divergence theorem separately to the quantities 

(Vx•)x •+ •x(Vx•) (•the Green's dyadic) 

and 

(v. •) • - •(v. •), 

then taking an appropriate linear combi•tion of the two 

resul[ing equations. The first expression, incidentally, 

was employed by Franz for electromagnetic problems, xø 
the second is appropriate for acoustic problems. We 

identify •=• +•s with the total field; 9 is to be the 
free-space Green's dyadic, defined by 

([/•:)v xv x • - ([/k:)Vv ß 9 - • = •(; -P), (3) 

with a the identity dyadie. Further r•uiring •[ the 

scattered wave be outgoing at i•inity we can now write, 

following Morse and Feshbach, x0. x• 

•(;) + •fd½'{ 9 ß [•' • (v' x•).] + (•' x•.). (v'x 9) 
- (•/k):[(; ' ß • )(w. •). - (w- 9)(;' ß •)] } 

= •(•), • outside q, (4) 
[ 0, • inside •. 

In this equation the unit normal &• •ints ou•ard, away 
from the volume enclosed by q, and •(•, k, I • - •{) of 
course depends on dis•nce' from integration point to 

field point in the usual manner. Plus (or minus) sub- 

scripts appearing on • and its derivatives indicate that 
corresponding quantities are to be evaluated on the sur- 

face in the limit approached from the outside (or inside). 

In the exterior region • outside e, Eq. (4) gives a 
prescription for evaluating the scattered wave, given by 

the integral, by quadrature of the (presently unknown) 
surface field, and its divergence and curl. In the in- 

terior, on the other hand, one sees that the field ex- 

pressed by the surface integral must precisely extin- 

guish the incident wave. We will make use of this as- 

sertion, but first we must introduce a set of basis func- 
tions. 

As noted by Morse and Feshbaeh, •0 the outgoing 
spherical partial wave solutions of Eq. (1) require four 

indices for their specification; following a notation used 

earlier for the transverse functions, •a we write 
•o=.(•), where r = 1, 2, 3 distinguishes the two trans- 
verse waves and the longitudinal wave, respectively, 

e = e, 0 (even, odd) specifies azimuthal parity, m = 0, 

1, ..., n specifies rank, andn=0, 1, 2, ... order of 
the spherical harmonics involved. Whenever the vari- 

ous indices needn't appear specifically, economy of 

notation is achieved by writing simply •,(•), with the 
understanding that n now runs through all cases included 

in (z(•mn). Sometimes it will be convenient to exhibit 

explicitly; in that event, we write •,(•). 

With all this in mind, the basis functions are given by 

=7.. in(n+ 

1/• • 
=7=. ^•o=.(O, 

Wilton -- Iron 

xvx [•Y•,(0, ½)h.(gr)] (Sa) 

+ [n(n + 1)] •/• 
1t• ß n 

_ 1/2 3/3 • 

1/3 3/2 ß 
.•7=. (•/•) (-•) (•/•r)e Xa•=.(o,½), 

in terms of the spherical Ha•e] functions of the first 
kind h.(gr), a prime desisting the derivative wlth 

respect to the entire ar•ment. The scalar and vector 

spherical •rmoffics are given in terms of the as- 

soctated Legendre functions P• as 
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with orthogonality properties 

integration being carried over the unit sphere. The 

purely transverse or 1on?tudinal nature of the •h,, and 
hence in the farfield the •, is evident. The normal- 

izing constants are defined as 

7m• = (.•(2n+ 1)(n - m)!/4(n+ m)! , 

where the Neumann factor ½• = 1 for m = 0, ½m= 2 other- 

wise. Exc2pt f•or normalization the • functions are pre- 
cisely the M, N, and •, functions employed by Morse 
and Feshbach; and • functions correspond exactly to •, 
•, and •. t0 Our functions are normalized so that, to 
within a common factor, each • carries unit energy 
flux out of any closed surface containing the origin. 

The {•} are a complete set suitable to represent the 
scattered wave everywhere outside of the spherical sur- 

face circumscribing the object (Fig. 1). We also re- 

quire the wave functions {Re•} regular at the origin, 
obtained by taking the real part of the • (yielding 
Bessel rather than Hankel function radial dependence). 
The incident and scattered waves can now be written 

r>rra• on • 

for field points inside the inscribed sphere, or outside 

the circumscribed sphere of Fig. 1, respectively, where 
the incident wave has been assumed to have no sources 

in the interior of the object, although they may be pres- 

ent anywhere outside the boundary •. Assuming linear 

boundary conditions, our main goal will be to determine 

the transition matrix T which computes the scattered 
wave directly from the incident wave by the prescrip- 
tion 

fn=ETnn, an,, n=l,2, ... 

or, in obvious matrix notation, 

f= Va. (7) 

The situation is complicated by the fact that we are 

not able to work directly on the boundary with the ex- 

pansions of Eq. (6). Fortunately, however, Huygens' 
principle enables us to overcome this difficulty. The 
Green's dyadic is first expanded as •ø 

This expansion ts uniformly convergent for r4r', with 

r>, r< respectively the greater and lesser of r, r'. 

Now substituting Eq. (8) in Eq. (4), the scattered wave 
in the exterior region is found precisely in the form 

given by Eq. (6), with expansion coefficients 

f. = (igl•) f da {(Re•) ' [• x (V x •).1 + (V x Re•.) ß (h x 
- (•/•)'-[(h. ae•)(v - •). - (v- ae•)(a- •.)1 } ß 

(5c) n = •, 2,.... (0a) 

On the other •nd, for field points inside the inscribed 

sphere of Fig. 1, the entire left-hand side of Eq. (4) 
•kes the form of an expansion in the re•lar functions 

(Re•). Because of orthogo•lity, each coefficient must 
vanish separately, giving 

(Sd) 
- (•/k) • [(•. $•)(V' •. - (V- •n)(h. •.)] }, 

n=l, 2, .... (9b) 

These Mtter •uations are necessary and sufficient con- 

ditio• for satisfying Eq. {4) within the inscribed 
sphere. Because of the continuation pro•rty of solu- 

tions of elliptic •rt•l differential equations, it follows 

t•t •. (4) will then in actuality be satisfied throughout 
the interior of the oblect. 

A problem will arise when we attempt to apply bound- 

ary con•tions. The physical description of beVyfor at 

the boun•ry will involve the elastic displacement • 
along with the surface traction [, whereas Eqs. 9 are 
expressed in terms of • and its •vergence and curl. 
To resolve this •fficulty we make a brief sojourn into 

differential geometry. Introduce a set of orthogoml 

cu•ilinear cogrdimtes (or, va, v a) known as •pin 
coSrdi•tes, as follows•ø'a•: v a=cons•nt defines the 

{6) surface • of our object, so t•t &a =• =unit normal. v• 
and v•, which s•n the surface, are chosen along the 
lines of curvature (t•t is, those arcs along the sur- 
face for which consecutive normals intersect). Differ- 

ential len•h dl in s•ce on and just outside the surface 

is given by 

(•t): = a•(•v,): + a•(ao•) • + •,•(av•): , (• 0) 

in terms of the metric coefficients 

ha=l , 

where •(vt, •z) is the •sition vector to points on the 
surface. The surface gr•ient, divergence, and •rl 
are now defined as •ø'•t 

where J• •t) 't + •)'• is the mean •rvature, and the 
(8) princi•l radii R• are t•en as •sitive if the surface is 

comex when viewed from the outside. 

The surface traction is defined as [=•-•. Invoking 
Hooke's law relating the stress dyadic• to the displace- 
ments gives • 

r= x•(v- •) + •. (v•+ •v). (lZ) 
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Writing out 7, as well as V. • and fix (V x•), in Dupin 
co•Jrdinates, a linear combination of the three quanti- 
ties can be chosen so as to eliminate normal derivatives 

of the displacement [which are really the troublesome 
terms in Eqs. (10) and (11)]. Comparing with Eq. (11), 
we end up with the equation 

T+ (v - (x+ 2t0(v = (v. - 
(13) 

the tangential and normal components of which give 

fix (v x•) = •'• [2•fix (v•x •) - •'t,-], (laa) 

v-•=(x+ 21z)-' [2{z(v,- {)+fl. [1 . (13b) 

These equations allow us to re-express the unknown 

surface fields appearing in Eq. (9b) entirely in terms 

of •. and its derivatives along the surface, and •+. Note 
that the surface curl and divergence are invariants, so 

that we may in fact choose whatever cogrdinates we de- 

sire to describe the surface; expressions for these 

quantities in general coordinates are given by Weather- 
burn. 

Letting r take on each of its three allowed values, 

Eq. (9b) constitutes three sets of equations for six sea- 

lar unknowns, the components of •. and • [ or, alter- 
nately, •,, fix(Vx•). and (V. •).]. Three additional 
equations must be provided by the boundary conditions. 

Once all surface fields have been determined, the seat- 

tered wave coefficients can be computed from Eq. (0a). 

A useful identity emerges if we consider the trivial 

case for which the obstacle is indistinguishabIe from 

its surroundings, so that in fact no scattering occurs. 

In this case, the total field is simply equal to the inci- 

dent wave everywhere inside and outside the obstacle. 

From Eq. (6), 

•=•a. ae•,,, 
and substitution in Eq. (9b) leads to 

a = - i C'a, (14a) 

the prime designating transpose, where the matrix ele- 
ments of C are defined as 

(14b) 

Note, incidentally, that many terms in the integrand 

are identically zero because of the reiations V. •, 
=V. •,=Vx•3,,=O , etc. If Eq. (14a) is to be satisfied, 
it must be true that 

- iC' = Identity matrix. (14c) 

Using the definitions of the wave functions, and the 

electromagnetic and acoustic divergence theorems 

mentioned earlier, one can verify that this identity is 

satisfied. Furthermore, Eq. (9a) for the scattered 
wave becomes 

f = i Re(C')a = 0, (14d) 

which vanishes in view of Eq. (14c), so that, as ex-' 
pected, no scattering occurs. 

II. CONSERVATION LAWS 

The requirements of energy conservation and time- 

reversal invariance impose constraints determining 

about three-quarters of the degrees of freedom of the 

transition matrix. is To derive these constraints, notice 
that the total field may be written 

•=a' Re•+ff• , (15a) 

where, 

/= Ta 5b) 

and the prime denotes transpose, so that a' is a row 

vector having entries a,, a•, .... The quantity Re• is 
a column vector, each entry of which is a vector in the 

ordinary sense, i.e., Re•, Re, z, .... This may be 
changed over to a mathematically equivalent basis of 

outgoing and ingoing waves, {•.} and {•.*}, respectively. 
Noting that 2 Re•, = • + •,* we have 

•= «(a"•* + b'• , (16a) 

in which the scattering matrix S can be defined to com- 

pute the outgoing waves from the ingoing, i.e., 

b =Sa. (16b) 

Comparison of these equations shows that 

S --- 1 + 2T . (16c) 

Now compute from Eq. (16a) the net energy flux out 

of any spherical surface enclosing the obstacle, which 
of course must vanish if there is no dissipation. Be- 

cause of orthonormality, we readily find that 

0 = b'*b - a'*a = a'*(S'*S - 1)a . 

But the incident-wave coefficients are quite arbitrary; 
it follows that 

S'*S=l (or T'*T=-Re T) , (17a) 

i.e., S is unitary. 

In addition, the field • must remain a solution upon 
time reversal. This corresponds to taking the complex 

conjugate of •, giving 

In terms of S one has a* =Sb*, or 

a =S*b =S*Sa . 

Again because of arbitrariness of the {a•} it is neces- 
sary that $*S = 1, and comparing with Eq. (17a)we find 

s'=s (or (Zb) 

i.e., S {or T) is symmetric. 

For plane-wave incidence, one consequence of this 

symmetry is that the scattering coefficients relating to 

mode conversion, transverse-to-longitudinal and lon- 

gitudinal-to-transverse, must be equal. In two dimen- 

sions, this equality was demonstrated by White for 

circular cylinders under certain boundary conditions, • 
and more recently by Lewis and Kraft for all cases. • 
In neither instance, however, was the equality recog- 
nized to be due to conservation laws. 

Anticipating later resuRs, the matrix equation deter- 
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mining S has the general form 

QS = - Q* (or QT = - Re Q) , (18) 

where Q is a known matrix, the exact nature of whose 

elements depends on the boundary conditions at hand. 

This equation may be solved, subject to constraints of 

symmetry and unitarity, by the following formal pro- 

cedure. •a We first convert Q to a unitary matrix •. 
This is done by truncating to 3/ rows and columns, then 

employing Schmidt orthogonalization on row vectors, 

starting at the bottom. In matrix form one has simply 

•) =MQ , (19) 

with M upper-triangular. The bottom row of M (single 
nonzero entry) normalizes the last row vector of Q, the 
next-to-bottom row (two nonzero entries) chooses an 

appropriate linear combination of the last two rows of 

Q, and so on. We agree during this process to choose 

diagonal elements of M to be real, which can be done. 

Upon premultiplying Eq. (18) by M one gets 

•S = - MQ* = - MM*'•M*Q * = - MM*'t<• * , 

or 

s =- •'*(•4M*-')•*. (20) 

From the fact that M is upper triangular with real diag- 

onal elements, it readily follows that the product MM *'• 
is unit upper-triangular, i.e., all diagonal elements 

equal one. Furthermore, in the limit of infinite matrix 

size symmetry of S implies, from Eq. (20), that MM *'t 
must also be symmetric. At this point, MM *'• can only 
be the identity matrix (that is, M is real). Using this 
limit in Eq. (20) gives a new sequence of truncated so- 
lutions 

s =- 0"0' (or r =- 0'* ae 0), (21) 

which are, at each truncation, exactly symmetric and 

unitary. 

Detailed numerical comparison of solutions in the 

form of Eq. (21), versus standard matrix inversion 
techniques applied to Eq. (15), for the somewhat sim- 

pler electromagnetic case, reveals that gq. (21) is far 
superior from the point of view of numerical conver- 

gence. •a The computer program for carrying this pro- 
cess out has been documented elsewhere. aa 

The invariance properties of T can also be used to 

simplify the computation of scattering cross section. 

First we define farfield scattering amplitudes, using 

the asymptotic form of the wave functions in Eq. (6) to 
get 

•*(•) ,-•-;T• (e*K' /•er) • (•0 + (e'• /kr) F•(•) , (22) 

where the transverse and longitudinal amplitudes are 

given, respectively, by 

F,(•) =- (k/•): • :•(- •)"r•/." X•.(•)f•.. (22b) 
The energy flux associated with •* may now be inte- 
grated over 4,r steradians to get the scattering cross 
section •a 

with coefficients of both transverse and longitudinal 

scattered waves included in the summation. Now, using 

our shorthand notation along with the invariance proper- 

ties of Eqs. (17a) and (17b), the summation may be 
transformed as follows: 

Elf" [• = f'*f = a'*T'*Ta = - a'* Re (T)a = - Re (a'*Ta), 

which gives us the alternate formula 

% =- (16•/•) Re•a: f•) . (23') 
All of this may be s•cialized to plane wave incidence. 

From the closed-form expression for the Green's 

dyadic •ø'u we find, letting the source •int •> go to in- 
finity in the direction - 

• •r• (1/4•r>) e•i(•r> + 
+ (k/•)a(1/4•>) exp[i(•> +[•- •<)]• • . 

Comaring this with the asymptotic form of Eq. (8), the 
transverse and longitudinal incident plane wave ex•n- 
sipns are found to be 

•i(•) =•oexp(i•l- •) (•a' gi =0) 

ß •! llg -• 

(24a) 
•i(•) =•0 e•(i•z ß •)(•0 = •) 

= - 4(•/k) a• i)"*•y•(•) ReCa,(r), (24b) 

respectively. U•n inserting these values of the inci- 

dent wave ex•nsion coefficients in Eq. (23'), we find 

% = - (•4=/• •) •m[•0 ß •, (•)] (2•a) 

and 

•, = - (•4•/• •) •m[• 0 ß •,(•)], 

for transverse and longitudiml plane wave incidence, 

respectively. Equatio• (25a) and (25b) were obtained 

origi•lly by Barrett and Collins by a quite different 

method. 2• These equations, or by the same token Eq. 
(23'), •ve a computational a•an•ge over the more 

commonly employed Eq. (23) in t•t the coefficients 
associated with mode conversion no longer spear. 

III. THE RIGID BODY 

Having established the basic machinery for the com- 

putation, we now consider various.boundary conditions. 

The simplest case arises when the obstacle is rigid and 

fixed (the limit of very stiff, very dense material) so 
that 

•+ = 0, on •. (201 

As noted by Pap and Mow, • the physical interpretation 
of this case i• subject to some question, as it does not 

have Rayleigh behavior at low frequencies; it is never- 

theless an instructive mathematical example. 

Two terms now vanish in the integrantis of Eqs. (9a) 
and (9b), leaving us with 
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- (K/k)•(• ß Re •,)(V ß •).}, (27a) 

a. = - (ig/n) f 
(•) 

Knowing •he incident-wave coefficients {a.}, we mus• 
use Eqs. (27b) •o determine •he surface fields 

9 x(V x•). and (V ß •).; [he desired scattering coefficients 
•,} are then given explicitly by Eqs. (27a). 

Although we will not pursue it further, it is worth 

noting t•t Eqs. (27a) and (2•) take on remarkably 
simple form in terms of the surface tractions. If •. = 0, 
it follows tMt the suvface divergence and curl of •. will 
also vanish, and using Eqs. (13a) •d (13b) we can write 

3.. [g x (v x ;),] - (•/•)•(•. 3.)(v ß 

= _ •-• [•.. •,. + (•. 3.)(• ß •)] 

=-•-'•..i , 

from which we find 

f. =- (i•/=•) •a•e(•.). • , (27a') 

a. = (i•/=•) f a• •. ß •. (2•') 
These equations offer an alternate •ethod for solving 
the problem directly in terms of surface tractions, and 

could •ve been derived •rectly from the Pao-Vara- 

t•rajulu representation. • 

Returning to the first form of the equations, we pro- 
ceed to ex•nd the u•nown surface fields essentially in 

terms of the re•lar wave functions {Re•,}. This 
precisely the technique used with good success in both 
acoustics •z and electromagnetics. •a Completeness of 
the re,tar wave functions in this sense •s been dem- 

onstrated for the acoustic case•Z'zs; from this it follows 
t•t such ex•nsions will converge in mean sq•re 
sense. Thus assume that 

'=•'e (28) 
(v. •). = • •.(v. ae •.) ; o. •. 

•=• 

Note t•t both sets of transverse wave functions are 

needed to represent the tangential com•nents of (V 
(two degrees of freedom); the single set of longitudinal 
waves s•ftces for (V ß •)., which of course is a scalar. 

Introducing the matrix Q with elements 

- (•/•)•(v ß me•.)(•- 3.,)}, (2•) 

the substitution of Eq. (28) into Eqs. (27a) and (27b) 
.yields 

f={ Ue(Q') a , (30a) 

a = - iQ'• . (30b) 

The latter equation may be solved in truncation to get 
the surface fields in terms of the known incident wave a, 

the scattered wave f then being given by Eq. (30a). On 
the other hand, the surface fields may be eliminated, 

and the physically more interesting scattered wave de- 

termined directly; i.e., f= - Re(Qt)(Q')'xa. By com- 
parison with Eq. (7), the transition matrix is now seen 
to be determined by (using the fact that T is symmetric) 

QT=-Re q . (31) 

The recommended procedure for isolving this equation 
was discussed earlier. i 

It is instructive to look more ciosely at the behavior 
of Q versus the individual transverse (r = 1, 2) or longi- 
tudinal (r = 3) modes involved. From Eq. (29) we have 

(32) 

Suppose Q to be partitioned into a supermatrix, each 

"element" of which is a 3)<3 matrix generated as •, • 
run through allowed values. Now re'ode conversion from 

transverse to longitudinal, or vice versa, occurs be- 

cause of the presence of nonzero elements (r•") = 13, 23, 

31, and 32. If we arbitrarily reset these four entries 

to zero for the moment, then the element of Q takes the 

form 

Q,,, = x (33) 

0 

Comparing with earlier work, we find that the 2x2 

array in Eq. (33) is precisely the Q matrix element for 
electromagnetic scattering by a perfectly conducting 

body'3; similarly, the 33 element in Eq. (33) is exactly 
that for acoustic scattering by a hard body. •2 For the 
electromagnetic case, p and it are identified with the 

dielectric constant, and the reciprocal of the magnetic 

permeability, respectively. Identifications for the 
acoustic case are obvious. This of course isn't too 

surprising, because the elastic wave Eq. (1) reduces to 
the Maxwell equation, or the scalar Helmholtz equation, 

given that i is either solenoidal or irrotational. Notice 
also that both boundary conditions, vanishing of tangen- 

tial electric field, or normal acoustic displacement, 

are effectively present in the elastic boundary condition, 

Eq. (26). 

Physically, this says that the elastic scattering prob- 

lem would be an independent superposition of the elec- 

tromagnetic and acoustic cases were it not for the pres- 

ence of mode conversion. From the computational point 

of view, we see that it is possible to write a unified 

computer program, including a switch to reset to zero 

elements indicated in Eq. (33), which would with little 
further effort encompass acoustic, electromagnetic and 

elastic wave scattering from a given body. Such a uni- 

fied approach offers great leverage for the elastic case, 
as noted in the Introduction. 

If we specialize to the sphere of radius r =a, then 

elements of Q may be evaluated using the orthogonalfry 

relations for the spherical harmonics. Most of the ele- 
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ments vanish; the index notation can be simplified by 
writing (Kronecker delta) 

Q•,.r,o. •,,. = 5•o, 5•.•,, 5.., Q•,... (34) 

Whenever a Bessel function appears times some func- 

tion of its argument, we agree to enclose the product in 
parentheses and omit the argument of the Bessel func- 

tion, e.g., (kajn)-=kaj.(ka), (hn•a)• h.(•a)/•a. We also 
write (gaj.)'•d(gajn)/d(ga), etc. The elements of Q now 
•eome 

•n• = ( ga•)' ( ga•,), 

• = ( gaj•) ( gah•)', 

Q•a. = [n(n + 1) k/K] '/2(gaj.) h.(ka), 

Qa2. = [n(n+ 1) g/k] i/•(kaj.) h.(ga), (3Sa) 
Qaa. = (kaj.)(kah• ), 

Q..,. = 0 otherwise. 

The supermatrix element mentioned earlier th• takes 

the form [compare Eq. (33)] 

Q.. = x , 

x 

as is apparently true in general for spherical obstacles. 

The r = 1 mode (in electromagnetic scat•ri• the "mag- 
netic" mode) is reflected with no coupli• to the other 
modes, whereas the electric (. = 2) and acoustic (r = 3) 

modes are always coupled. This beha•or can be 

traced directly to the defini• Eqs. (Sa)-(Sd) for the 

wave f•c•o•: The •n involve only the vector spheri- 
cal harmoffics of the first type •., whereas the func- 
tions •. and •3. each involve both X2. and 

In computi• the transition matrix, any real factors 

in Eq. (35a) that are common to both sides of Eqs. (31) 
and (3lb) may be dropped, simphfyi• Q to 

Q•,. =h.(•a), 

Q•3n = In(., 1) k/if] 1/2 •(ka), 

Q •2.= [n(n + 1) •/k] t/2 •(xa), •35b) 
(•a •, ), 

Q •v. = 0 otherwise. 

For each fixed value of n, Eq. (31) in general con- 
sists of one equation in one u•nown, pl• a 2x2 matrix 
equa•on. 8ol•ng these, the scat•ri• coefficients are 
found to be 

where nonzero elements of the transition matrix are 

given by 

Tn. = - 

A Ta2 . = Qa2. Re Q2•. - Q22n Re Qa2n, 

ATsa. = Qsa. Re Qaa.- Qza. Re Qaa,, 

and 

A • Q22. Qas. - Qaz. Q2a., 

and preferably one uses Q0 rather than Q. 

For the sphere, where we obtain closed-form solu- 

tions of Eq. (18) [or (31)], the time-reversal require- 
ment is met by inspection: In terms of the scattering 

matrix, we have 

S'S= (- Q'•Q*)•(- Q-t•)=(Q*)-tQQ-tQ* = 1, 

so that the T-matrix elements of Eq. (36b) must auto- 

matically satisfy 

T* T=-Re T. 

All the conservation laws are th• met once T, as given 

in Eq. 36b, is verified to be symmetric. 

Combi•ngEqs. (aSh), (38a), and(36b), explicit results 
for the rigid sphere are 

f •. = - [j.(ga)/h.(ga)] a•., 

6. f•. = [(•aj.)'(kah•) - n(n + 1)j.(ga) h.(ka)] •. 

+ i [n(n + 1)/(ga)(ka)] TM •aa. , 

6. fa. =i [n(n + 1)/(•a)(ga)] • / 

+ [(kaj•)(gah.)' - n(n + 1)j.(ka) h.(xa)] 

where 

6. • - [(gah.)'(kah•) - n(n + 1) h.(ga) h.(ka)]. (87) 

By inspection T is symmetric. 

The above eq•tions are appropriate for an arbitrary 

incident wave. For a plane wave, it suffices to coalder 
incidence along the z a•s. The e•ansions of Eqs. (24a) 

and (24b) reduce to 

where 

at0• • = (i)"2(2n + 1)] t / 2, 

= - + 1)] (38c). 

= - 2(i /2(2n + 

Equations (37) and (38a)-(38c) are in agreement with 

the earlier results of Yi• and Truell, for lo•itudi•l 

wave incidence, s and Eimpruch el at. for transverse 
wave incidence, • and in addition show the •derlyi• 
connection be•een the •o problems through the con- 
servation laws. 

IV. THE CAVITY 

When the obstacle is a cavity, surface tractions must 

vanish on the boundary, i.e., 

•, =0 on o'. (39) 

The curl and divergence of • may now be expressed, 
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from Eqs. (13), as 

x(vx = 2x(%x 
(40) 

and substituting these expressions in Eqs. (9) gives the 

general equations for the cavity. This time we assume 

expansions 

•.t*= = Z 
'=•'• i on • (41) 

•'--3 

for the ta•en•al and normal compo•nts of particle 

displacement at the s•face. Taki• the surface curl 

and divergence of these e•ressio•, a• putfi• every - 

thi• in Eqs. (9) again leads to Eqs. (30) and (31), with 
the proviso that elements of Q now take the form 

(42) 

A• •o•ed JoJJowJ[ Eq. ([•b), some terms tn the above 
integrands vanish identically. Just as with the rigid 

body, the eq•tions m•t be solved numerically for 

cavities of arbitrary shape. The re.tie. Up with 

aco•tics and electromagnetics is this time not q•te so 

transparent, presumably because the req•rement t•t 
the normal component of the stress tensor vanish is 

somewhat more subtle than a condition on scalar pres- 

sure, or even vector electromagnetic field. The re- 
la•ons•p is still present, however, prodded t•t in 

addison to resetti• mode conversion elemen• to zero, 
one drops any terms in the remaini• integran• con- 

tai•ng a surface divergence or surface curl. The re- 

la•ons•p t•s time, incidentally, is with the sof 
aco•tic surface and the perfectly mastic object 

(•x •. = 0), the latter of co•se bei• the dual of the per- 
fectelectrically conduc• object, •th the •o prob- 

lems rela•d thresh the transforma•on (•, •)-(•,-•). 
For the spherical cavil, the Bessel functions are 

constant over the s•face and the, from the defini• 
Eq.(5a), we need only know the surface divergence and 
curl of the vector spherical•rmo•cs. Theseq•n•es 

are easily computed from their deflation; we find 

and 

0 (r 

-(1/a)[n(n+ (r:2) 

(2/a)y,.,,. (T = 3) 

- (r = 

- (r = 2) 
(T =3). 

(43) 

Equation (42) can now be evaluated to get 

Q,,. = (tra)Jj.(•a) (h./•a)', 

Qsz.= (1/tra)(t{aj.)' {[2n(n + 1) - (ga) •] h.Ka) - 2(trah.)'} , 

Q•a. = 2 in(n+ 1)k/•] •l•(1/•a) (gaj.'(ka)•(hnka) ', (44a) 
qa•. = 2 [n(n + 1) g/k] '1 z j •(ka)(ka)e(•/gay, 

Qaa. = (k/g)•j •(ka) {[2n(n + 1) - (ga) •] h.(ka) - 4(kah•)} , 

Q•. = 0 othe•ise. 

Dropping any common real factors in Eq. (31), elements 
of Q take the simpler form 

Q• = [2n(n + 1) - (•a) •] •(•a) - 

Q•a.: 2 [n(n + 1)k/•] •lZ(ka)Z(h.ka)•, (44b) 
Q •. = 2 [n(n + 1) g/k] ' l•(ga)•(h./•a)', 

Q •a. = [2n{n + 1) - (•a) •] h•ka) - 4(kah • ), 

Q •v • = 0 otherwise. 

The e•licit solution is obtained upon substituti• Eq. 

(44b) in Eq. {36). (The reader can verify t•t Eq. (44a) 
leads to the same result. ) The conserva•on laws are 

checked by looki• for symmetry; making •e of the 
Wro•an relation j.• -j• • = (i/x •) we easily find 

• T,•.• • T,,. = (2i/ka) [n(n + 1) k/•] t/z 

x[2(n + 2) (n - 1) - (•a)•]. (45) 

Compari• our results •th the classical papers •- 

i• separa•on of variables, s'• one finds e•ct agreement 
for 

Tu, = - (j./•a) • /(•/•a) •, (46) 

but discrepancies in the remai• element. Both 

papers give a system of •o equatio• in •o •now• 

to be solved for the ß =2, 3 mode coefficients, and in 
each case the matrix should be identical to ours [given 
by the hst four of Eqs. (44b)] except for normalization. 
For the lo•itudi•l incidence case, 5 multiplying each 
row and column of their matrix by appropriate nor- 

malizi• consents one can bring complete agreement 

with Eq. (44b) except for an e•ra factor •/k in their 

Q•3,. This leads to violation of energy co•erva•on 
and must be a misprint. For the transverse incidence 

and we have not eval•d it completely; it appears to 
con.in several misprints. 

For the hard and soft elastic sphere the•e is a third 

method oi •olution most direct oi alI• w•ch might • 
called •cio• se•ti• of •bies: One writes down 

the total field usi• the e•ansio• of Eq. 6 for the in- 

cident and scat•ed waves, then for the hard sphere 
eq•s to zero the coefficient of each recur sp•rical 

harmo•c •.• ß = 1• 2• 3• for • on the surface. This 
leads immediately to •e Q matri• of Eq. (35b). For 

the soft sphere, set the surface trac•o• to zero in 

Eqs. (13a)-(13b)• then substitu• in • and •e Eqs. (43) 

to evalua• t• surface derivative• Now Eq. (13a) will 
con.in only the a•ular iunctions A• •.• and Eq. (13b) 
only Y•. = J • [. Setti• the coefficient of each to zero 
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again gives the Q matrix Eq. (44b) directly. No•ice 

that this procedure is basically different from earlier 

methods, which worked with the r, 0, •o components of 
displacement and surface traction, s,6 and does not re- 
quire evaluating additional integrals of Legendre func- 
tions. 

Returning to Eqs. (44b), we now find a remarkable 
equivalence between the mode coefficients for hard and 

soft spheres whenever the mode index is sufficiently 

greater than •a. Suppose that 

2n(n + 1 ) >> (Ka) 2, (47) 

so that the term containing (•a) 2 can be neglected in 
both Q2ø2, and Qaøa,. (Of course we must be careful not 
to do this if •a, or lea, is a root of either the real or 
imaginary part of the remaining expressions. ) Con- 

sidering only the 2x 2 matrix involving coupled modes, 
the reader can verify that Q0, with the (•a) 2 terms ne- 
glected, can be factored into the product RQ •. Here R 
is the real matrix 

R=2 [n(n+l)t½/k]•/• -2 

which, except for the special case n = 1 for which 

der(R) =0, may be simply discarded in Eq. (31). The 
remaining matrix Q• is precisely the 2x2 array of 
coupled mode elements for the rigid body, Eq. (35b) 

Thus, for the coupled mode coefficients (but not the co- 
efficients Qu, of the magnetic mode) the matrix elements 

of Q and T, and also the scattering coefficients fa,, 
become equal for the rigid sphere and the spherical 

cavity, as the inequality Eq. (47) comes into force. 

This should serve as a useful check on both analytical 
and numerical computations. 

The exceptional case n = 1 is extremely important in 

the Rayleigh limit •a<< 1. In this limit the Bessel func- 

tions have the behavior j•(x):: O(x •) so that, from Eq. 
(44b), 

Re(Q•ø•.) :' [ 2n(n + 1) - ( Ka)•]( Ka)" - 2(n + 1) ( •a)", 

Re(Qsøs.) -'[2n(n+ 1) - (tea) 2 ] (ka)" - 4n(ka)". 

Notice that for n = 1 the first and last terms cancel in 

both instances and the (•a) 2 term can no longer be ne- 
glected. This cancellation changes the whole character 

of the scattering, and enables the cross section for the 
spherical cavity to take on the classical Rayleigh in- 

verse fourth-power dependence on wavelength, in con- 

trast to the anomalously large cross section displayed 

by the rigid sphere at low frequencies. Incidentally, a 
similar reduction in magnitude occurs for the magnetic 

mode [see numerator of Eq. (46)] so that our comments 
on cross section behavior apply for transverse as well 

as longitudinal wave incidence. Equivalence of all mode 

coefficients with n> 1 should' continue to hold in the Ray- 

leigh limit, but these coefficients are no longer of much 

physical interest. 

575 

V. THE FLUID-FILLED CAVITY 

The situation is more complex with a fluid-filled cav- 

ity; for the first time we must deal with fields within 
the obstacle. 

Let the fitfid have density p', propagation constant k'. 
Boundary conditions are now that the normal compo- 

nents of particle displacement be continuous across the 

interface (tangential components will not in general be 

continuous). In addition, the normal component of sur-- 
face traction just outside the surface must be equal and. 

opposite to the pressure p. just within. Finally, tan- 

gential components of surface traction must vanish just: 

outside, as the fluid can support no shear stress. Re- 
spectively, one has 

:- p_ = ß (48) 

'•*t a= -- 0. 

We begin by assuming for the longitudinal field, and its 

divergence, just inside the surface, the two independent 

expansions 

•-= E 
(49a) 

(V ß •).= •-• /•s. V' ae• . •onc, 

where •, is obtained by replacing k by k' in the defin- 
ing equation except in the factor (k/•) •/•, which must bo 
left unchanged. Now by applying Huygens' principle 

(for irrotational waves) to the interior volume, rather 
than the exterior as was done in Eq. (4), an equation 
is obtained relating • and (V. •).. The necessary and 
sufficient condition that this equation be satisfied is then 

/3•, =as, (art n). (49b) 

This technique has been employed earlierX•'•s'•6; a de, 
tailed derivation was given for periodic surfaces. 27 We 
derive the analogous result for the general elastic ob- 

stacle in the following section. Of course for the spheri- 

cal obstacle the expansion for •. is convergent and dif- 

ferentiable everywhere inside, so that Eq. (49b) is 
self-evident. 

We also assume, for the tangential components of 

displacement just outside the surface, the expansion 

(49c) 

Now from Eq. (13a) and the third bqundary condition, 
the tangential curl of • just outside is given by 

(vx =2x (%x 

Similarly, the divergence of • just outside becomes 

(v.•).=2(•/•)2(V,'•)+(p' kS/pk'•)(V.G). (50b) 

from Eq. (13b) and the second boundary condition. 

Equations (48)-(50) specify all surface field quan- 

tities needed in Eqs. (9); substituting in, we find again 
Eqs. (30) and (31), with elements of Q given by 
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Q3.r'.': (•/•)fdty{2[•x (V•xRe•..om)] ' •., - [2(Vs ø Re•i. norm) + (P'•2/Pk '2)( 7' Re•i.)] (•' •t,., ) (51) 
+ (•/•)•(•. ae•, .o•)(V' •,,,, )}. 

Notice that [•s readily reduces to the Q matrix of the emp• cavity upon setti• •' =• then letH• •'/p- 0. If one 
were' to reset mode coupling coefficients • zero• the electromagnetic a•log would be e•ctly as for the empty cav- 

il, w•le the acoustic analog (i. e., the elements Qa.s., with surface derivatives dropped) is a fled obs•cIe em- 
bedded in a fluid medium. 

Specializi• to the fled sphere, we get 

qti. : ( •a)=J.( ga) ( h./ •a)', 

qua. = 2 [n(n + 1) k/•] t/a(1/•a)(gaj.)' (ka)a(h./ka) ', (52a) 
•a. = [n(n + 1)•/k] •/a{2j •(k' a)(ka)Z(•/ga) ' + •' kZ/ok'Z)(k' aj.) •(•a)}, 

•a. = (k/•)aJ•(k'a)•Zn( n+ X) - (•a•] •(•a) - 4(kay)} + 

Q.. = 0 otherwise. 

For cornpuling scatteri• (but not surface fields), •is reduces f•ther to 

½•a. =[2n(n + 1) - (•a) a] - 

q•a.: 2[n(n + 1)k/g] •/a(ka)a(h./ka)', ' (52b) 
½•a. = 2 [n(n + 1)•/k] •/a {j ;(k'a) (•a?(a./•a)' + •'• a/aok'% WAY.) •(•a)}, 

=y a){[ an(n + ) -- a] (ka) -- + (O' 'a) aj. ) 

Q•. = 0 otherwise. 

The scattered waves are obtained upon inserfi• the last expressions in Eqs. (36a)-(36b); co•ervaaon laws are 
verified by computi• that 

a Vaa. • a Vaa. = (2i/•a)[n(n + 1 ) k/•] t/a {[ a(n + a ) (n - • ) - (•a) a ] j;(k'a) + •'• a/Ok'a)(k'aj.)}. (53) 

As was noted by Eiuspruch et al., the scattering co- 
efficients for the magnetic modes are unchanged from 

the cavity case. 6 Fluid motions are coupled to the ex- 
terior through their normal displacement and pressure; 
for the sphere, the magnetic modes involve neither of 

these. Comparing other modes with the published re- 

sults, we find that separation of variables leads to a 

system of three equations in three unknowns, 6 in con- 
trast to the explicit results given above. We will com- 
ment on this difference in structure of the results when 

we examine the elastic obstacle (where differences are 

even more pronounced). A partial comparison can be 

made by noting that one of the three Einspruch et al. 

equations is basically identical with one of their equa- 

tions for the cavity. In the present context the equation 

in question is in accord with Qzoz. and Qaøa, (which also 
are unaffected by the presence of the fluid), except for 
the misprints mentioned previously. 

Vl. THE GENERAL ELASTIC BODY 

For the final case of interest, consider the elastic 

obstacle having material parameters X', g', p' all of 
which may differ from those of the host medium. Both 

longitudinal and transverse waves will be excited in the 

interior, with propagation constants k', K', respectively. 
We suppose the objects' surface to be in intimate con- 

tact with its surroundings; boundary conditions are then 

that particle displacements, as well as surface trac- 

tions, be continuous across the interface, i.e., 

6. = 6., 7 on • (54a) 

;. ='[., on (54b) 

At this stage we are confronted with essentially three 
sets of equations [Eq. (9b)] for six unknowns (the scalar 
components of • and •'). Fortunately, however, the six 
interior surface fields are not independent, but must 
satisfy constraints imposed by Huygens' principle for 

the interior. Introduce a Green's dyadic 9' and wave 

functions • appropriate to the object interior, by re- 
placing K, k by •, k' throughout the defining equations. 
(Note that this differs slightly from the preceding sec- 

aon where the factor (k/•) •/2 was left unchanged; for 
the fluid medium, the quantity •' is undefined. ) Apply- 
ing the divergence theorem to the interior now gives •ø'lt 

- •'f&'{•'. [;,'x (Vx•).] + (•'x•.)-(V'x•') 
- (•'/•')• [(•', •') (V'. •). - (v'. S') (;•'' •-)} 

0, • outside ½r : (55) 

a(Y), •inside •. 

In contrast to Eq. 4 the incident wave no longer appears 

explicitly, there is a sign change on the integral (be- 

cause we continue to use the outward-pointing normal), 
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and the left side of the equation now vanishes for field 

points outside 

We suppose the interior field to be representable, at 
least within the inscribed sphere of Fig. 1 within the 

body, by 

•(•): y• a, Re•,'(F), r< r=t .... , (56) 

where the expansion coefficients a, are of course pres- 

ently unknown. Now, using orthogonality of the wave 

functions as before, Eq. (55) reduces to 

o = - (tK, l=)f d•{(Re3,'). tax (v x a).l 
+ (v x Re3.') ß (;, x - (K'/k')2[(;, ß acT.') (v' 

- (W.Re½,•)(h.•.)]},. n=l, 2,... , (57a) 

n = 1, 2, .... (57b) 

Equation (57a) constitutes three sets of constraining 
equations on the six interior surface fields, whereas 
Eq. (57b) give a prescription for finding the field within 
the inscribed sphere once the surface fields have been 
obtained. 

At this point we notice that by choosing expansion 

functions appropriately we can cause the matrix C, 
discussed earlier, to appear in these equations. Of 
course C this time will depend on g' and k' rather than 

g and k. This does not affect Eq. (14c), however; it 
will remain true that-iC'(g', k')=Identity matrix. 

The choice is clear. Assume for the interior sur- 

face fields the expansions 

= a n Re½, , 

When we substitute these formulas in Eq. (57), also 

writing a" • a• + (a" - •), we get 

where C is the matrix defined in Eq. (14b), and •i• 

is the • matrix for the rigid body, defined in Eq. (29), 
except that in both cases K, k are replaced by •', k •. 
Now using Eq. (14c) the above expressions take the 
final form 

qh•(a" - a') = i(a - a'). (59b) 

At this point we have the classical Fredholm alternative. 
Suppose first that the determinant of Re Q'•t,td does not 
vanish. Then Eq. (59a) is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the vanishing of a" - a', i.e., 

a" • a'. (60a) 

It then follows from Eq. (50b) that 

a' •- a. (60b)' 

In short, under the condition stated Huygens'principle 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for the conver- 

gence and differentiability of the expansion Eq. (56), 
not just within the inscribed sphere, but throughout the 

interior volume of the obstacle, including the surface 
approached from the inside. 

The alternative, of course, is that 

der(Re (• '•la) = 0. (61) 

Equation (59a) may then have a nontrivial solution, in 
which event we are dealing with fields in the interior of 

the object, satisfying the fixed surface boundary condi- 

tion Eq. (26), which [see Eq. (30a)] do not radiate. 
These fields are the interior resonant cavity modes for 

the rigid boundary, and Eq. (61) constitutes the secular 
equation for determination of the discrete frequencies 

(values of K', k') at which they occur. Similarly, Eq. 

(61), using the 1• matrix Eq. (42) for the cavity, is the 
secular equation for resonant modes in the free-sur- 

face case. Once eigenfrequencies have been obtained, 

the fields themselves are found by solving the homoge- 

neous form of Eq. (30a) obtained by setting f=0. For 

the exterior scattering problem of present interest, the 

equalities of Eqs. (60a) and (60b) still hold, provided 
we follow the usual procedure of orthogonalizing our 

field a', ot 't to any resonant modes that might be pres- 
ent. 

One clarifying comment is in order. In going from 

1• [Eq. (35a)] to 1•0 [Eq. (aSh)] for the rigid sphere, the 
common real factors that were dropped involve Bessel 

functions that vanish at an eigenfrequency oœ the interior 

resonant free-surface sphere problem. Similarly, the. 
Bessel function factors dropped from Eq. (44a) in the 

spherical cavity problem vanish at an eigenfrequency 

of the rigid sphere. The eigenfunctions of the free- 

surface resonant body of course must be included when 

working with the rigid body, and vice versa, and for the 

sphere there was no problem because we effectively 

were able to use L' Hospital's rule. For the nonspheri- 

cal body, however, it is not clear but what numerical 

difficulties may arise. Although no numerical problems 

of this sort were ever encountered in the electromag- 

netic case (possibly because we orthogonalized • and 

used Eq. (21) rather than inverting), further investiga- 
tion seems indicated here. 

We are now in position to invoke the basic moment 

Eq. (9b) of the exterior Huygens' principle. Writing 
down Eqs. (13a)-{13b) separately for the interior and 

exterior and eliminating the surface tractions, which 
are identical due to the boundary condition Eq. (54b), 
one gets 

;•x (v x •). = (u'/t•) ?•x (v x •). - 2(•'/• - •) ;,x (v,x •), 
(62) 

(V' • ). = ( p'k2/pk'2)(V . • ). - 2(/F//• - 1) (k / g)•'(V , ß • ). 

Using these expressions, along with the first boundary 

condition Eq. (54a) and the surface field expansions 
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Eqs. (58) (with all primes omitted on the a's), we come once again to the standard Eqs. (30) and (31), with Q this 
time defined by 

+ (•xRe•) ' (Vx •..) + (•/k)•(• ß Re•)(W'•.,)-[O'•/pk'z)(V.Re•)-2(•'/• - 1)(W..Re•)] (•. •.,)}, (63) 
where •o terms of the integrand va•sh identically for each choice of 

The trivial case is easily c•cked; letti• X', •, p',•, k' equal X, •, p, •, k, one sees that Q reduces to C of Eq. 
(14b), a =a and there is no scattering, as it should be. Rese[ti• the elements concerned with mode conversion to 
zero, and dropping terms in the in. grand con•i• surface deri•tives (notice that the latter step would be ac- 

complished automatically if one specialized [o the case of eq•l shear moduli, • = •), Eq. (63) goes over e•ctly 
• describe the independent electromagnelic/acoustic scatteri• by general penetrable objects. 

For the elastic sphere, integrations are carried out as before [o get 

Qnn = (Ka)S[Jn(•' a) (h./Ka)' - (if/p)(jn/K'a)'•(•a)], 

Q•. = -[(g/g•)(•aj.)' + 2(g'/g - 1)(g'/g)n(n+ 1)(jn/g'a)' ] 

+{(g'/g) (g'ajn) + 2(g'/g - 1)(1/g'a)[(g'ajn )' - n(n+ 1)jn(g'a)]} (ga•)', 

In(n+ 1)k/g] -t/• Q2a. = [(ff/P - 1)(ga) 2 - 2(•'/• - 1) (n+ 2)(n - 1)] (j./g'a) •(ka) - 2(g'/g - 1) (g'a) (j./g'a)'(ka)e(h.ka) ', 

For general values of the constitutive parameters no 

further simplification of these equations is possible. The 

scattering is again given by substituting in Eqs. (36a) and 

(36b); straightforward evaluation shows that T2s. = 
so all conservation laws are satisfied. 

Comparison with the separation of variables analysis 
for plane-wave incidence s'B reveals a surprising differ- 
ence; Aside from 

at, = (1/qnn) ial,', 
(65) 

fl. = - ( i / Qn.) Re( qn.) 

which are in agreement, separation of variables leads to 
a system of four coupled equations in the four unknowns 

a•,', as, , f•,, rs,' which must be solved numerically. The 
present solution appears superior for two reasons: 

First, the conservation laws can be Verified a priori. 

Second, dealing with the system of four equations pre- 
sents problems; the system apparently.becomes ill- 

conditioned in some cases, requiring that i•erative cor- 
rection techniques be employed. • Other authors have 

expressed doubts over the validity of certain of their 
numerical results for the same reason. 9 Numerical 

comparison of results obtained from Eq. (64) with the 

existing literature seems strongly indicated here. 

The simpler nature of our results can be attributed 

to the integral equation nature of Huygens' principle, 
as opposed to the field approach taken by separation of 

variables. A similar simplification occurs in electro- 

magnetics and acoustics, as we now show by reducing 
Eq. (64) to the electromagnetic/acoustic case. For 
simplicity let t•'/tz = 1 (dielectric sphere with relative 

(64) 

magnetic permeability of unity) and set the mode con- 

version coefficients Q2a,', Qa2. to zero. Q then becomes 
diagonal with elements 

Qn. = (•a)•[ J.(•' a) h•(•ca) - (•' / •) j •(•d a) h.•a)], 

Q2•. = - (•/x')(•a)[ (td aj.)'h.(tra) 

- (td/t•)•}.(t•'a)(t(ah,)'], (66a) 

Qaa. = - [trak'/tdak] •/ •(ka)2[ (k' /k ) J,• (k' a) h,(ka) 

- (p'/p)jn(k'a) h•(ka)], 

and the scattering coefficients are simply 

f,,' = - (1/Q.,,) Re(Q,,,,) at,,, 'r = 1, 2, 3. (66b) 

fin and fan are precisely the Mie theory magnetic and 
electric mode scattering coefficients for a dielectric 

sphere2•; the fa, give the separation-of-variables solu- 
tion for an acoustic sphere having disparities in both 

density and compressibility. 2• In contrast to Eq. (66a) 
and (66b), however, separation of variables leads in all 
three cases to a pair of coupled equations that must be 

solved simultaneously for the scattered wave and inter- 
hal field coefficients. 

Reduction of number of equations and unknowns by a 

factor of two is of course hardly significant in Eqs. 

(66a) and (66b). For nonspherical objects, however, 
where the scattering coefficients of different radial 

function index are coupled and T is no longer diagonal, 
the present theory probably yields about an 6rder of 
magnitude reduction in numerical computation over any 

method that must deal simultaneously with fields inside 

and outside the object's boundary. 
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Throughout the discussion we have considered ob- 

stacles with no dissipation. This restriction can be re- 

moved, however, One simply reinterprets Re Q to 

mean the "regular part of Q," i.e., replace Hankel 

functions by Bessel functions wherever they occur, 
rather than the "real part of Q." Thus Re h,(k'a) be- 

comes jn(k'a), even though k' may be complex. The 
conservation laws must also 'be reconsidered. We con- 

jecture that S and T remain symmetric, due to a reci- 
procity principle, although we know of no proof of this 
for elastic waves. Time-reversal invariance is lost, 

however, and the unitary property requires modifica- 
tion, so our Eq. (21), for example, cannot be employed 
as it stands. An excellent discussion of these questions 

has been given by Saxon for the electromagnetic case. 

VII. DISCUSSION 

The principal goal of this paper was to set up matrix 

equations for the scattering of elastic waves under a 

variety of boundary conditions, in a form most suited 
to efficient numerical computation. Only time, of 

course, will reveal to what extent we have succeeded 
in this endeavor. 

Further analytical study of the equations should be 

profitable. High- and low-frequency limiting cases can 
be investigated choosing ka and ga to be very small, or 

very large compared to unity; a good start in this direc- 
tion was made by the group at Brown University. s,6 An 
interesting discussion of [he Rayleigh limit has also 

been given by Miles. 3• Other limiting cases involve the 
constitutive parameters. For example, letting the 
shear modulus vanish in the host medium, the equations 

of the previous section should go over to describe scat- 
tering behavior of an elastic obstacle in a f/u/d medium. 

Another boundary value probtem of practical interest 

involves the elastic object with "slip" boundary, for 

which only normal components of displacement and 
surface traction are required to be continuous. From 

comments made earlier in discussing the fluid-filled 

cavity, one infers that at least for spheres no magnetic 
modes would be generated in the interior in this case; 

electric and acoustic modes would, however. Off- 

hand, such a boundary appears easier to fabricate in 
the laboratory for experimental observation than the 
"welded" boundary of the previous section, and may 

also occur frequently in nature. 

For spheres in particular, some effort is called for 

to sort out possible discrepancies between the present 
equations and results obtained in the literature using 

separation of variables. Discrepancies may exist due 

either to the misprints noted, or because of numerical 
precision problems associated with solving a system of 
simultaneous equations. 

In connection with the latter, we point out that analo- 
gous systems of equations arise when separation of 
variables is applied to circular cylindrical obstacles. 4 
Use of Huygens' principle in the cylindrical case would 

probably lead to corresponding simplifications. Note 
that the cylindrical cavity is of interest for oilwell 
diagnostics. It is also a convenient boundary to achieve 

in the laboratory; recent results in this area are dis- 
cussed by Sachse and Pao. 32 

The programming and numerical solution of the ma- 
trix equations for non-spherical shapes is of course 
not a trivial exercise. Success already achieved in the 

simpler but otherwise analogous acoustic and etec- 

tromagnetic cases demonstrates the soundness of the 
approach, however. Nearly all the numerical tech- 
niques necessary to the elastic case have been docu- 
mented. 23 The unification with electromagnetics/ 

acoustics should be very helpful. One question remain-- 

ins is to express the surface curl and divergence in 
their most convenient forms for carrying out the nu- 

merical quadratures. In this regard, Weatherburn, 2ø 
and Van Bladel 2• give Gauss, Green, and Stokes theorem 
analogs involving the surface derivatives which should 
be useful. 
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